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Welcome to the most important part of getting READY to manifest your man and the 

commitment of your dreams.. The steps laid out for you in this “Full Life Detox” are simple, 

but deeply transformative. Doing this will set you up to get the results you really came 

here for, so do not skip this.  

A lot of women try to start new relationships carrying around so much baggage from their 

past heartbreaks. They bring in wounds, their places cluttered with the old energy, 

memories of an ex-lover, and heavy emotions. They allow their health issues that need 

attention or emotional wounds to stay untreated. If you don't address these and operate 

from that energy, you are not an energetic match for a high value man. That's why I want 

to make sure there is absolutely nothing standing between you and your dream, and 

create space for something epic.   

Commit to completing this process and watch major shifts occur...like new men showing 

up, money being manifested, energy renewing itself, and higher vibrational experiences 

and people enter your life.  

Make Space for Your Adoring Man
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Perhaps the biggest energy drain of them all, is an emotional wound. This includes trauma 

you haven’t gotten over, a broken relationship that never got closure, a grievance you 

haven’t forgiven, or truth a that’s been bottled up and never spoken. 

First, work through the prompts below to identify the emotional energy drains you most 

need to clear. 

1) What do you need to forgive your parents for? Remember, forgiveness can be 

expressed, but it’s most important that it happen within you.  

2) What relationships in your life are no longer serving you? (This could be toxic 

relationship with family members, friends, having an ex in the picture...etc)  

3) Who have you neglected? Who do you need to apologize to?  

4) What do you need to forgive yourself for?  

5) Who do you feel victimized by and what was the incident? How can you take 

responsibility in what happened?  

6) Make a list of all the men that you have an energetic ties to (love or haven't forgiven 

them) 

7) What do you get out of being in love/hate relationship with this man? 

8) What valuable life lessons did you learn from each one of them?  

  

Close Any Emotional Wounds
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How to Clear Your Emotional Eenergy

Every draining situation you identify is unique, and will need to be handled 

differently. 

Some will require you to contact people or schedule conversations. Others 

might be best resolved by writing a letter you never send. (It’s incredible how 

the ritual of just getting the words down can clear so much baggage!) 

Clean your space from ANY object that has been given to you by an ex- 

lover. You don't have to throw them out at this point, but do not have them 

where you can see them, and put them away in a box.  

Ultimately, you’ll have to do what's right for you, though this is totally 

something you can ask me about on a live call or discuss with your sisters in 

the program. Also note that your recommended orientation reading will have 

a lot of ways for you to process exactly what you’re going through. 

What are the actions that you're going to take? (Write a letter, visualize 

breaking the energetic chord, making appointments)  

Forgive your father/mother/family member 

Move past a friendship that’s not working 

Forgive yourself for:  

Bring emotional attention to any areas of your body that are out of balance 
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Share with your program sisters what actions did you take?  Motivate each other by 

brining your positive results and completion results to the Facebook Group. 

What opened up for you? 

To Your Success in Love and in Life,


